
Lemonade Diet Review Explores Key Benefits of Popular Celebrity Diet  
 
Lemonade Diet review: DWTS star Kym Johnson is the latest celebrity to 
endorse this popular diet. AloeVera.com has all the details.  
 
Lemonade Diet is taking the Master Cleanse to the next level and Dancing With 
the Stars celebrity Kym Johnson is the latest superstar to endorse the all natural 
fat burning solution.  
 
Unlike other cleanses on the market, Lemonade Diet has all the power of a full 
cleanse in a convenient supplement. This means no cutting, adding ingredients 
or screwing up the recipe.  
 
"This is really a very unique diet product," said AloeVera editor Ben Danson. "Not 
only is it an effective, completely natural diet solution, but it's a cleanse as well 
that works to detoxify the colon and other vital internal organs."  
 
The newly published review explores in new detail how the active ingredients 
work to cleanse the system, boost metabolism, decrease appetite and promote 
100 percent natural weight loss.  
 
The method as been catching on around the country after the Master Cleanse 
was made famous by Beyonce Knowles, who used the active ingredients found 
in the Lemonade Diet supplement to shed a few pounds for her role in a major 
motion picture.  
 
"Celebrities are showing the world they can be role models by promoting natural 
diet solutions combined with a healthy diet and exercise," Danson said. "It's 
refreshing in a marketplace overrun with chemically laden diet pills that could 
come with any number of side effects. Why not try the healthy alternative first."  
 
The Lemonade Diet Review shows how the makers of this supplement took the 
Master Cleanse and made it easy to swallow for people on the go. It's quickly 
becoming known as Hollywood's diet due to the growing list of celebrities signing 
on to lose weight and burn fat while actually improving their health. Now, Kym 
Johnson is joining the growing A-list of celebrities praising the benefits of a 
natural diet cleanse.  
 
To learn more about the Lemon Diet supplement, or gain access to a discounted 
six month supply, log onto www.aloevera.com… 
 
	  


